Can Julia give us everything?
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This programming language compiles straight to machine code as it runs, it seems to be a valid alternative to Hadoop and it might follow in the footsteps of C speed wise. Does Julia, a four-year-old programming language, have what it takes to compete with the industry’s finest?

Last year, Viral Shah, one of Julia’s creators, told Venture Beat (http://venturebeat.com/2015/05/18/why-the-creators-of-the-julia-programming-language-just-launched-a-startup/) that even though big tech companies have not adopted Julia because “they tend to have their own programming languages,” the team was seeing rapid adoption in finance and financial modeling services, and also in business logistics and companies interested in high-performance computing (HPC). One year later, Keith Lubell, CTO at Berkery Noyes, a New York-based investment bank told Waters Technology (http://www.waterstechnology.com/waters/feature/2476518/the-infancy-of-julia-an-inside-look-at-how-traders-and-economists-are-using-the-julia-programming-language) that Wall Street is starting to notice Julia.

Julia’s biggest fan — Federal Reserve Bank of New York

Julia has gathered quite an impressive portfolio of positive reviews (http://juliacomputing.com/press). If you take a look at Julia Computing, a consultancy which promises to help firms looking to use the Julia language, you will see a lot of praise with regard to this programming language’s speed, high performance, and flexibility. More importantly, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York chose to run its DSGE model (dynamic stochastic general equilibrium) — used for forecasting and policy analysis — on Julia and ditch MATLAB. In the official statement (http://libertystreeteconomics.newyorkfed.org/2015/12/the-frbny-dsge-model-meets-julia.html) announcing the shift to Julia, FRBNY stated that even though MATLAB is “a widely used, mature programming language” which has served their purposes very well for a long time, Julia has some irresistible benefits such as:

- it is more accessible to users from academic institutions or organizations without the resources for purchasing a license
- it boasts (http://julialang.org/benchmarks/) performance as fast as that of languages like C or Fortran
- it is still simple to learn

According to FRBNY, after testing their code, they discovered that “the model estimation is about ten times faster with Julia than before, a very large improvement.”

What is Julia and why was it created?

In a blog post (http://julialang.org/blog/2012/02/why-we-created-julia) published four years ago by the creators of this programming language, Jeff Bezanson, Alan Edelman, Stefan Karpinski, and Viral Shah revealed that every language language they used had a trade-off so they decided to develop something that has it all (http://julialang.org/).
Julia's biggest problem right now

— the community. Julia is four years old and even though it is starting to receive attention from the financial industry, it has failed to grab developers' attention. Julia's community is rather small but that is fully understandable since its rivals have had decades to loyalize users.

Waters Technology cited Lubell as saying that "there is a fear that a language with a larger user base like Python could potentially improve its performance, and then leave Julia in the dust."

What's next for Julia

The creators of this programming language have been busy working on version 0.5 (http://julialang.org/blog/2016/10/julia-0.5-highlights), which was released last month. This "pivotal release introduced more transformative features than any release since the first official version —several of these features set the stage for even more to come in the lead up to Julia 1.0 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5gXMpbY1kJY)."

There are now over one thousand (http://pkg.julialang.org/pulse.html) registered packages but if this programming language wants to win developers' hearts, it will have to step up its game.
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Nick Evgeniev · a year ago

what’s the purpose of comparing pre-1.0 language to mainstream? For example I’m aware of julia since 2014 but not going to look into it till 1.0 release plus ide support (rstudio, vs, idea whatever comes first)

Miloslav Raus · a year ago

No chance of Python ever catchin up to Julia. Python is too dynamic / 'convenient' for it’s own good (too many things are dictionaries). And even in absence of annotations, Julia - thanks to delayed compilation (harvesting type info at worst 'just in time') - produces type-specialized native code.

Jesse · a year ago

The keyword here is mainstream, Julia needs to achieve that before it can be adopted anywhere. Also Julia started out as a scientific data language, why on this green Earth does everyone from Python crowd think data science just use Haskell. Oh right because Python was originally setup with that mindset, but angry protest lead to the creation of languages like Julia. Idunno I’m not a programmer or even a data scientist for that matter. However if I had to choose a language it would be Java, if it can be reasoned and written without grey hair I’m certain it works.
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